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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the linear operators that preserve the set of sign-nonsingular 
matrices. We show that if a linear operator T preserves the set of sign-nonsingular 
matrices, then T preserves the set of matrices of term rank 1. Then by a result 
of Beasley and Pullman on preservers of matrices of term rank 1, we can obtain 
the structure of T. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let IK be a field, and M = Mm+(R) be the set of all m x n matrices 
over K. If T is a linear operator on M and K is a subset of M, then T 
preserves K if T(X) E K for each X in K. If f is a function on M, then T 
preserves f if f(T(A)) = f(A) for all A in M. 
A common problem considered in linear algebra is called a preserver 
problem, that is, characterize those linear operators which “preserve” a 
function or a set. The classification of preservers began about 100 years ago. 
In 1897, Frobenius [3] characterized the linear operators on M which pre- 
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serve certain matrix functions: those linear operators on M that preserve 
the determinant and those that preserve the characteristic polynomial. 
After half a century of relative inactivity there was renewed interest 
in preserver problems. That interest was sparked by the investigation of 
rank preservers in 1959 by Marcus and Moyls [5]. They proved: If F is an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and T is a rank preserver, then 
there exist m x m and n x n matrices U and V, respectively, such that 
either 
T(A) = UAV for all A E Mm,n(IF) (1.1) 
or 
m=n and T(A) = UAtV for all A E Mm+(lF). 
We call operators of the type (1.1) and (1.2) (U, V) operators. 
(1.2) 
Also in 1959, Marcus and Moyls [6] found that T is a rank preserver if 
and only if T is a rank-l preserver, that is, T preserves the set of matrices 
whose rank is 1. In 1967, Westwick [8] generalized these results to matrices 
over arbitrary algebraically closed fields. 
Characterizations of preservers have been appearing regularly over the 
past twenty years, and an excellent summary of nearly all characterizations 
of linear preservers can be found in a special issue of Linear and Multilinear 
Algebra, edited by S. Pierce with input by leaders in the field [7]. This 
article includes a list of over 200 articles written on the subject. 
Within the past two or three years, structural matrix theory has been 
an active area of reasearch in pure and applied mathematics. In structural 
matrix theory, one is concerned only with the locations of the zero and 
nonzero entries (and perhaps the sign of the nonzero entries), and not with 
the magnitude of the entries. At the core of this research is the area of 
sign-nonsingular matrices, n x n real matrices such that every n x n real 
matrix which has the same (0, f, -) sign pattern is nonsingular. 
In this paper, we will characterize the linear opeators that preserve 
the set of sign-nonsingular matrices. We show that if a linear opertor T 
preserves the set of sign-nonsingular matrices, then T preserves the set of 
matrices of term rank 1. Then by [l], we can obtain the structure of T. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Henceforth, we restrict our matrices to n x n real matrices, M = M,,, 
(W 
The number of nonzero entries in a matrix A is denoted (Al, the number 
of elements in a set S is denoted (St, and the absolute value of a real number 
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is denoted ]a]. There should be no confusion, as the type of mathematical 
object is evident from the context. 
If 5’ is a set and S is the space spanned by S, then we denote S = (S). 
We denote the Hadamard product of A = (ai,j) and B = (bi,j) in M,,, 
by A o B. That is, A 0 B = (ai,jbi,j). If A = (ai,j) and B = (bi,j) are in 
M ?l,?n, we say that B dominates A (written B 2 A or A 5 B) if b,?j = 0 
implies Ui,j = 0 for all i, j. 
Let T : M,,, -+ M,,, be a linear operator. We say T preserves the 
subset X of M,,, if T maps each matrix in the set X to a matrix in X. We 
say T strongly preserves the subset X of M,), if T preserves both X and 
M,,, \ X, the complement of X in M,,,. We call such T an X preserver 
or an X strong preserver, respectively. 
The term rank is the minimum number, t(A), of lines (columns or rows) 
which contain all nonzero entries of A. 
Let A = (ai,j). We denote by A[a 1 ,B] the submatrix of A on rows o 
and columns 0. 
We end this section with some results which are heavily used throughout 
this document. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Beasley and Pullman [l, Corollary 3.1.2.1). Suppose 
that T is a nonsingular linear operator on M. The operator preserves the 
set of matrices of term rank 1 if and only if T is one of or a composition 
of some of the following operators: 
(i) X -+ Xt. 
(ii) X + PXQ for some fixed but arbitrary permutation matrices P and 
QinM. 
(iii) X --f A o X for some fixed but arbitrary matrix A in M with no zero 
entries. 
A sign-nonsingular matrix is an n x n real matrix A such that every n x n 
real matrix which has the same (0, +, -) sign pattern as A is nonsingular. 
The study of sign-nonsingular matrices is related to the problem of finding 
a way to change the signs in a matrix in such a way that the permanent of 
the first is the determinant of the second. The next lemma shows that the 
set of sign-nonsingular matrices is precisely the set of nonsingular matrices 
that can be so signed. 
LEMMA 2.1 (See Brualdi, Chavey, and Shader [2]). A matrix A E M 
is a sign-nonsingular matrix if and only if there is a nonzero term in its 
determinant expansion and every nonzero term has the same sign. 
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The next lemma is regularly used in any study of sign-nonsingularity. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Gibson [4]). If A E M is a sign-nonsingular matrix, then 
IAl 5 (n2 + 3n - 2)/2. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that no 3 x 3 sign-nonsingular matrix can 
have all nonzero entries. Thus, no sign-nonsingular matrix can have three 
rows with all nonzero entries. This fact will be used in the proof of Lemma 
3.5. 
If A E M, and B E M, are sign-nonsingular matrices, then Ao B need 
not be a sign-nonsingular matrix. For example, 
and B = 
are sign-nonsingular matrices. But A o B = 0 is not a sign-nonsingular 
matrix. However, a direct application of the definition of sign-nonsingular 
matrices establishes the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If A, M = (mi,j) E M with mi,j > 0 (OT mi,j < 0) 
for all (i,j), then A 0 M is a sign-nonsingular matrix if and only A is a 
sign-nonsingular matrix. 
If A, B E M, are sign-nonsingular matrices, then AB need not be a 
sign-nonsingulr matrix. For example, if 
and B = 
then A and B are sign-nonsingular. But 
AB=(-; -;) 
is not sign-nonsingular, since the matrix 
which has the same (0, +, -) sign pattern as AB, is singular. However, we 
have the following lemmas which are easily proven. 
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LEMMA 2.4. If A E M is a sign-nonsingular matrix and P E M is a 
permutation matrix, then AP and PA are also sign-nonsingular matrices. 
LEMMA 2.5. If A E M is a sign-nonsingular matrix and D E M is 
a diagonal matrix with all nonzero entries on its main diagonal, then AD 
and DA are also sign-nonsingular matrices. 
3. SIGN-NONSINGULAR PRESERVERS 
In this section we will investigate the linear operators that preserve 
sign-nonsingular matrices. We will prove that if n 2 3 and T : M + 
M is a linear operator that preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, then for 
any matrix X E M, T(X) = PlS1(X o M)S2Pz, where Pi E M (i = 
1,2) is a permutation matrix, Si E M (i = 1,2) is a diagonal matrix 
of &l’s, and M = (mu) E M with mi,j > 0. We then summarize our 
investigation of linear operators that preserve sign-nonsingular matrices 
for n = 2. Henceforth we assume that n > 3. 
A n x m matrix with only one nonzero entry, say the (i, j)th entry, E,,j, 
is called a cell. We denote the set of cells whose ith row is nonzero by R,, i.e. 
Ri = {&,I, -&,z,. . .T Et,,}, and the set of cells whose jth column is nonzero 
by C, = {~%,~,&,j,..., E,,j }. Let R, = Cj”=, Ez,j and Cj = CT=“=, E,,j. 
That is, Ri is the matrix whose ith row is all ones and all other entries are 
zero. 
Let T : M + M be a linear operator that preserves sign-nonsingular 
matrices. Define linear operators Ti and Tj on M by Ti(X) = T(X) o Ri 
and Tj(X) = T(X) oCj. Let 
vi = {Ti(E/c,l) : 1 2 k,l 5 n}, ui = (Vi), 
Vj = {T’(&J) : 1 5 k, 1 I: n}; v, = (K), 
W = {Ew : Ti(Erc,l) # 0}, 
X.i = {&,l : T$%,d # 0). 
The purpose of the next seven lemmas is to show that W, = 7Qil and 
Xj = C,(j) for all i, j, 1 < i, j 5 n, for some permutations D and r of 
{1,2,. . ,n}. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each i and j, 1 < i,j 5 n, dim& = n, dimvj = n, 
and IWi(, lXj[ > n. 
Proof. It is evident that dim& 5 n. If dim& < n, then there exist r < 
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n cells in Wi whose images generate Ui. Suppose {El, Ez, . . . , E,.} c Wi 
such that L4i = ({Ti(E1),Ti(E2), . . . ,Ti(E,.)}). Then, since T < n, for 
some permutation matrices P, Q E M, P(C$l Ei)Q is an upper triangular 
matrix with all zeros on its main diagonal. Hence 1, + P(‘j-& aiEi)Q is a 
sign-nonsingular matrix for any ai’s, and so is P”[ln+$-P(& aiEi)Q]Qt = 
PtQt + xi==, CriEi. Therefore T(PtQt + CL1 aiEi) must be a sign-non- 
singular matrix for any choice of ai’s. But for some choice of (ui’s, T(PtQt + 
Cb, aiEi) has a zero ith row and hence is not sign-nonsingular. This 
contradiction implies that dim& = n. If [Wil < n, then dim& < n, a 
contradiction. The proof is complete. W 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 1 5 i,j < n. If {El, E2,. . . ,E,} c Wi [C Xj] 
SUCK that tri = ({Ti(El),Ti(Ez), . . . ,Ti(En)}) [Vj = ({T’(El),T’(Ez), . . . , 
(?ErJ))l, th en f or each r, 1 5 r 5 n, there is an Ek E Wi [E Xj] 
whose nonzero entry is in row r, or for each r, 1 5 r 5 n, there is an 
Ek E Wi[E Xj] whose nonzero entry is in column r. 
Proof If not, then there exists {El, Ez, . . , E,} C Wi such that 24, = 
({Ti(Ei), Ti(Ez), . . . ,Ti(&))) and C%, 6 h as a zero row and a zero col- 
umn. By permuting rows and/or columns, we have, without loss of gener- 
ality, that Cz, Ei is an upper triangular matrix with all zeros on its main 
diagonal and ({Ti(El), Ti(Ez), . . , Ti(E,)}) = Ui. Hence 1, + Cy=“=, aiEi 
is a sign-nonsingular matrix for any ai’s. Therefore T(In + Cy=“=, aiEi) 
must be a sign-nonsingular matrix for any choice of cri’s. But for some 
choice of ai’s, 7’(In + Cy=i (YiEi) has a zero ith row and hence is not 
sign-nonsingular, a contradiction. ??
LEMMA 3.3. For any U, [Vj] there exists k such that either Rk & Wi 
[Rk & Xj] Or ck c Wi [ck & Xj] and (Ti(Rk)) = Ui [(Tj(&)) = Vj] or 
(c(ck)) = ‘%[(T’(ck)) = Vj]. 
Proof. Suppose & = {El, Ez,.. . , E,} G Wi and (T!(E)) = Ui. By 
Lemma 3.2, we can assume, without loss of generality, that for each k, Ek 
has its nonzero entry in column k. Further we can assume, by permuting 
rows and/or columns, that El + . . . + E, is an upper triangular matrix, 
with possibly nonzero entries on the main diagonal. ??
Casel. El+Ez+...+E,hasazerorow. SinceEi+...+E,isan 
upper triangular matrix and El has its nonzero entry in the first column, 
we have that El = El,l. Suppose Ei,k $ Wi. By permuting rows and 
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columns, we can assume that El,, $ Wi. Let 
Da = E2,1 + E3,2 + . . . + En,vl + aE+ + 
j=l 
where the pj are chosen so that Ti(D,) = 0 for all choices of cr. Expanding 
the determinant of D, on the nth column we have that 
det D, = (-l)nflcrdet Da[2,. . . ,n 1 1,. . ,n - 1] 
+ (-l)“+“& det D,[l, . . , z, . . , n 1 1,. . . , n - 11, 
where E, = Ek,,. Note here that since El,, $ W,, D, has exactly two 
possibly nonzero entries in the nth column, cr in the (1, n) position and /& 
in the (k,n) position. Now 
so det D,[2 ,..., nil ,..., n-l]=l.Also 
D,[2 ,..., nil ,..., n-l]= 
D,[l,..., z ,..., n] l,..., n-l] 
-1 *- 
0 . 
. . 
3 . . . 
-0 . . . 0 l_ 
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That is, 
detD,[l,..., z ,..., n 1 l,... ,n-l] =detD,[l,..., k-l Il,..., k-l]. 
It follows that 
detD, = (-l)nflcr + (-l)n+k ,&detD,[l,..., k--l]1 ,..., k-l] 
Further, as above, 
detD,[l,... ,k-1 Il,..., k-l] = (-l)“-1+1/3k_idetD,[1 ,..., 11 l,..., 11 
for some 1 < k - 1. Continuing, we have that 
detD,[l,..., $ ,..., nil ,..., n-l]=Q~-r&r~~., 
a single term. That is, 
det D, = (-1) n+la: Zt p&-ip~-r . . . . 
Choosing cy such that both terms in the expansion of det D, have the same 
sign, or cr = 1 if &&ip~_i.. . = 0, we have that D, is sign-nonsingular. 
But Ti(D,) = 0, so T(D,) has a zero ith row, contradicting that T pre- 
serves sign-nonsingular matrices. Thus E l,n E Wi, and in fact, El,k E W, 
for all k. Now, if Ti(El,,) and Ti(E,) = T,(Ek,n) are linearly indepen- 
dent, then {T~(EI,~),T~(E~,~), T,(El), . . , Ti(En_l)}\T,(El) for some 1 # n 
spans ui, but {El,,, &,n,El,. . , E,_l}\El all have zero entries in column 
1 and in the same row as {El, . . . , En}. This contradicts Lemma 3.2. Thus 
T,(Ei,,) and T,(E k n are dependent. It now follows that , > 
{Z(Ei),Z(&), . . . 3 Z(En)} = {Ti(El,l), Y2Tz(E1,2), . . . ,mTi(&,n)}. 
Thus (Ti(R1)) = Zdt. 
Case 2. El + E2 + . + E, = I,. Suppose Ek,l $ Wi for some pair 
(k, 1). By permuting rows and columns we have, without loss of generality, 
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that El,, $ Wi. As above, let 
D, = Es,i + E3,2 + . . . + 
23 
where the /$‘s are chosen such that Ti(D,) = 0. Then 
detD, = (-l)“+‘a+Pi/32...&. 
Choosing (Y such that both terms in the expansion of det D, have the same 
sign, or cy = 1 if pi/32 . . . ,& = 0, we have that D, is sign-nonsingular. But 
T(D,) has zero ith row, a contradiction. Thus Ek,l E IV, for all (k, 1). 
Now, if Ti(El,,) and Ti(E,,,) are dependent, then 
{Z(Ei,i), T&,2), . . . ,T,(E,-1,,-l),T,(El,,)} 
is a basis for IA,, and El,1 + ... + E,_1,,_1 + El,, has zero nth row. If 
Ti(&,,) and T,(&,,) are independent, then for some 1 # n, 
{T,(Ei,i), T,(J%J), . . . > Ti(E,,,),T,(El,,)}\Tz(E~,~) 
is a basis for Ui, and EI,I + E2,2 + . . . + E,,, + El,, - El,1 has zero lth 
column. In either case, case 1 applies and the theorem follows. w 
The above lemma establishes that the image of a subspace of matrices, 
each of whose nonzero entries lies on a single fixed row (or column), is also 
a subspace of matrices, each of whose nonzero entries lies on a single fixed 
row (or column). We call these spaces row or column spaces. In the next 
lemma we show that row spaces are mapped to row spaces and column 
spaces to column spaces, or row spaces are mapped to column spaces and 
column spaces to row spaces. 
LEMMA 3.4. If (Ti(Rk)) = Ui [(Ti(Ck)) = Uz], then (Tr(Cl)) # U,. 
[(TT(R)) fUrI for any ,r- and 1. 
Proof If not, then, without loss of generality, assume (T,(Rl)) = U, 
and (T,.(C,)) = U,.. 
If i # T, then since for any (IV, # 0 and PI # 0 the matrix 
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is sign-nonsingular, we can choose cy( # 0 and /?l # 0 such that 
T c m&,i + c P&,n + = ) -%i i=l 1=2 j 2 
has all positive entries on the ith row and all entries on the rth row of the 
same sign, either all positive or all negative, a contradiction. 
If i = r, then (Ti(R1)) = (c(C,)) = 24,. NOW let j # i. By Lemma 
3.3, there eXiSS Rk or Ck such that (Tj(Rk)) = Uj or (Tj(Ck)) = Uj. If 
(Tj(Rk)) = Uj f or some k, then since (Ti(C,)) = Ui and i # j, by the 
above argument we get a contradiction. If (Tj(Ck)) = L/j for some k, then 
since (Ti(‘R1)) # Ui and i # j, we get a contradiction again. ??
LEMMA 3.5. If (T,(Rk)) = Ui [(Ti(Ck)) = ZA,], then for any r # i, 
(T4W) # UT [(Tr(Ck)) # &-I. 
Proof. If not, then, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
(Tl(R1)) = 241 and (Tz(R1)) = 242. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we have that 
for each Ui (i = 3,4,. . . , ?I) there exists 7&t such that (Ti(Rk,)) = Ui. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that (T3(R2)) = L/z. 
Since (Ti(Ri)) = U1, (Tz(R1)) = U 2, and (Ts(R2)) = Ua, we can choose 
qj > 0 (1 < j I n), oz,j > 0 (1 I j < n - l), and 02,n < 0 such that 
i ( Tq >: 91 aijEi,j - 2 Ek,n-k+2 = n, q = 1,2,3. i=l j=l k=3 
Then T(Cf=, Cy=“=, c~i,jEi,j - C;t+ Ek,n-k+2) has all nonzero entries in 
the first three rows. But c:=, cj”=, cu,,jEi,j - x&Ek,n-k+2 is sign- 
nonsingular, and therefore T&f, x7=, q,jEi,j - c& Ek,n-k+a) must 
be sign-nonsingular. But no sign-nonsingular matrix can have three rows 
with all nonzero entries, a contradiction. ??
LEMMA 3.6. If (Ti(Rk)) = 24 [(Ti(Ck)) = Ui], then for any 1 # k, 
(Z(‘&)) # K [(T,(G)) # til. 
Proof If not, then without loss of generality, we may assume that 
(Ti(%)) = (T1P2)) = U 1 and (T’(Ri+i)) = Ui (2 4 i 5 n - 1). Thus by 
Lemma 3.3, there exists Rk or Ck such that (T,(Rk)) = Un or (Tn(Ck)) = 
24,. This contradicts Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. m 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 say that no two distinct row or column spaces have 
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the same image. All that remains is to show that exactly n cells have 
images with nonzero entries on a fixed row or column. 
LEMMA 3.7. IPV’l = n, lXjl = n, and there exists permutations u and 
7 such that Wi = R,(i) and Xj = C,(j) (or vice versa). 
Proof. If IW,\ # n, then by an argument similar to that in Lemma 3.3, 
we have that 
where 1 = 1,2, . . . , k with k 2 2. This contradicts Lemma 3.6. Hence 
lWi/ = n. Then by Lemma 3.3, Wi = Rk or Ck for some k. Also by Lemma 
3.4, if i # j then Wi # Wj, and by Lemma 3.5, if IV, = RI, (or C,) for 
some k, then for any i, IV, # Cl (or Rl). Thus there eists permutations CJ 
and 7 such that Wi = ‘R,(i) and Xj = C,cj) (or vice versa). ??
From the above lemmas, we have the following theorem immediately, 
since any matrix of term rank 1 is an element of (Ri) for some i or some 
(Cj) for some j. 
THEOREM 3.1. If n 2 3 and T : M + M is a linear operator that 
preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, then T preserves the set of matrices 
of term rank 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. If n > 3 and T : M -+ M is a linear operator that 
preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, then T is one to one on the set of 
cells. 
Proof Since T preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, by Theorem 3.1 we 
have that T preserves the set of matrices of term rank 1. Also by Lemma 
3.7, Wi = R,,(i) and Xj = C,(j) (or vice versa). Without loss of generality, 
wemayassumeWi=Ri (i=1,2 ,..., n) andXj=Cj (j=1,2 ,..., n). 
First, since T preserves the set of matrices of term rank 1, we have that 
T(E) # 0 for any cell E. 
Also for any i and j, since EQ E Wi n Xj we have that T(Ei,j) 5 
R, n C,. That is, T(E,,j) is a matrix whose nonzero entries lie in row i 
and column j. Since T(Ei,j) # 0, we must have that T(Ei,j) = crEi,j for 
some Q # 0. Thus T is one-to-one on the set of cells. ??
From this theorem, we obtain the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If n 2 3 and T : M -+ M is a linear operator that 
preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, then T is nonsingular. 
From Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, we have that if n > 3 and T : 
M -+ M is a linear operator that preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, then 
T is nonsingular and T preserves the set of matrices of term rank 1. Then 
by Theorem 2.1 (Beasley and Pullman [l, Corollary 3.1.21) we have the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If n > 3 and T : M --) M is a linear operator 
that preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, then for any X E M, T(X) = 
P,(XoM)Pa orT(X) = P~(XO~M)~P 2, where PI, P2 E M are permutation 
matrices and M = (mi,j) E M with mi,j # 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. If n 2 3 and T : M -+ M is a linear operator, then T 
preserves sign-nonsingular matrices if and only if for any X E M, T(X) = 
P~S~(XOM)&P~ or T(X) = P~S~(XOM)~S~P~, where Si E M (i = 1,2) 
are diagonal matrices of *-1’s Pi E M (i = 1,2) are permutation matrices, 
and M = (mi,j) E M with rni,j > 0. 
Proof. The sufficiency is easily established. 
By Corollary 3.2, for any X E M there exist two n x n permutation 
matrices PI, Pz and M = (mi,j) E M with mi,j # 0 such that T(X) = 
Pl(X o M)Pa or T(X) = Pl(X o M)tP2. First we suppose that T(X) = 
Pl(X o M)Pz. Let Ti : M 4 M be a linear operator defined by 
T1(X) = P,tT(X)P, = P;Pl(X 0 M)P,“P, = X oM 
for any X E M; then clearly Tl preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, since 
T preserves sign-nonsingular matrices and Pt, Pi are permutation matrices. 
Now let Ta : M + M be a linear operator defined by 
T2(X) = &Tl(X)Sz = Sl(X 0 M)S2, 
where 
and 
s1 z&g % m,l %,...,A 
Iml,l I ’ Im2,l I Imd I 
Ss =diag l,- . mu 
h,2l Iml,ll’” 
Then Ta also preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, since Tl preserves sign- 
nonsingular matrices and Si,S2 are diagonal matrices with nonzero entries 
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on the main diagonal. Since Si and SZ are diagonal matrices, we have that 
T2(X) = &(X 0 M)S2 = x 0 (SlMS2). 
Now let N = &&I&. Then iV = (ni,j) with ni,j # 0. By construction of 
N we also have that ni,i > 0 (1 < i 5 n) and ni,j > 0 (1 5 j 5 n). Since 
T2 preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, for any sign-nonsingular matrix A 
we should have that Tz (A) = A o (SiMS2) = A o N is a sign-nonsingular 
matrix. If 122.2 < 0, we let 
then A is sign-nonsingular. Hence A o N is a sign-nonsingular matrix. But 
@ diag(n3,3, . . . 7 nn,d 
is not sign-nonsingular, since 
83 diag(n3,3,. . , nn,n), 
which has the same (0, +, -) sign as A o N, is a singular matrix. This 
contradiction implies that n2,2 > 0. By permuting rows and columns we 
can prove that all entries in N are positive. Hence N = (ni,j) with nij > 0. 
Thus 
T(X) = Pl(X o M)P2 = Pl[X o (S+S’;‘)]P2 = P,S;‘(X o N)S,-1P2. 
If T(X) = Pl(X o kQt13, then by the same argument as above we can 
obtain that T(X) = PlS,‘(X 0 M)tS;1P2. The proof is completed. ??
We now summarize our results about the linear operators that preserve 
2 x 2 sign-nonsingular matrices. 
First, we note that T is not necessarily nonsingular. For example, let 
T : M2 -+ M2 be a linear operator defined by 
T(z i)=(; -i) forany A=(: fi)tMz. 
Then clearly T preserves sign-nonsingular matrices, since if A is a sign- 
nonsingular matix, then either a # 0 or b # 0, and T(A) is sign-nonsingular 
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if and only if either a # 0 or b # 0. But T is singular, since T(&l +E~,z) = 
0. This example also tells us that there are sign-nonsingular preservers 
which do not strongly preserve sign-nonsigular matrices. 
For another example, let T : Mz 4 M:! be a linear operator defined by 
If A is a sign-nonsingular matrix, then either a # 0 or b # 0. Now, 
det 
a+b -a+b 
a-b a+b > 
= (u + b)2 + (a - b)2 
and is zero if and only if both a and b are zero. Hence T preserves sign- 
nonsingular matrices, and T is a singular operator. 
The proof of the theorem below is a tedious case-by-case investigation, 
and is omitted. For proofs of the results below, see [9]. 
THEOREM 3.4. If T : Mz --) Ms is a linear operator that preserves 
sign-nonsingular matrices and T is also one-to-one on the set of cells, then 
T preserves the term-rank-l matrices. 
By Theorem 2.1 (Beasley and Pullman [l, Corollary 3.1.21) we have the 
following corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.3. If T : M2 + M2 is a linear operator that preserves 
sign-nonsingular matrices and T is also one-to-one on the set of cells, then 
for any X E Mz one has T(X) = Pl(X o A!I)Pz or T(X) = Pl(X o M)tP2, 
where Pi E M2 (i = 1,2) is a permutation matrix, and M = (mi,j) E M2 
with mid # 0. 
As in the case of n > 3, we also have: 
COROLLARY 3.4. The operator T : Ma -+ M2 is a linear operator 
that preserves sign-nonsingular matrices and is also one-to-one on the set 
of cells if and only if for any X E M2 one has T(X) = PlSl(X o M)S2P2 
or T(X) = PlS1(X o M)tS2P2, where Pi E M2 (i = 1,2) is a permutation 
matrix, Si E M2 (i = 1,2) as a diagonal matrix fl 's, and M = (mi,j) E 
M2 with mi,j > 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. If T : M2 4 Ma is a linear operator that preserves 
sign-nonsingular matrices, then T strongly preserves sign-nonsingular ma- 
SIGN-NONSINGULAR MATRICES 
trices if and only if T is one-to-one on the set of cells. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let T : M2 -+ M2 be a linear operator. Then T 
strongly preserves sign-nonsingular matrices if and only if for any X E Ma 
one has T(X) = PISI(X o M)&Pz or T(X) = PISI(X o M)tS2P2, where 
Pi E M2 (i = 1,2) is a permutation matrix, S, E MZ (i = 1,2) is a 
diagonal matrix of fl ‘s, and M = (mi,j) E M2 with mi,j > 0. 
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